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Feng Shui

Income and Wealth
By TY Tan

In the last issue, I talked
about reaping wealth from
lucky water features. I discussed
the importance of the correct
placement of water features and
the need for proper timing,
two key factors that are more
important than the design of the
water features itself.
If you plan to install a water
feature, such as a fountain, at
your premises, the flow and
body of water are important
feng shui elements that have to
be considered when designing
the water feature. Flow of water
will enhance or drain your
income, while the body of water
will enhance or drain your
wealth.
If you desire more income,
the flow of water is important.
If you are already wealthy and
wish to maintain or keep your

wealth, the body of water is
what you must look into. Of
course, you can reap both
income and wealth if your
water feature design comes with
good flow and a proper body
of water.
How the water flows will
determine whether it brings you
money luck or drains your
money luck, while the size of
the water flow determines the
amount involved.
It is basic knowledge that
water flowing towards a property brings money luck and
water flowing away from a
property means the money will
flow out.
On a more advanced level,
the correct direction of the
water flow (towards the property) and the correct water exit
have to be considered.
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Once the correct flow of
water is determined, the size
of the flow is an important
consideration. They should run
smoothly and in large volume.
Don’t expect big monetary
income when the water’s surge
is just a trickle.
Indoor and grand outdoor
fountains are great as décor
features, but they must not be
too large, or too small, when
compared with the property.
Oversized water features can,
from an energy standpoint,
overpower the occupants. But
when it is too small, it will only
bring ‘small’ money.
Finally, you must also like
the design of your water feature
because beauty and harmony
will create a balance between
the peaceful and fortunate qi,
which is most needed.
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